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A View
from Our
President

Navajo Chieftain Gets a
Complete Makeover

N3591U has been in the care of Wisconsin Aviation for a long time
and has been a good, serviceable aircraft providing safe, reliable
transportation for thousands of travelers. However, the 34 years since it
came into service in 1980 had taken their toll, and an extensive makeover
was in order. So in early March it was backed into the corner of the
Watertown maintenance hangar where Wisconsin Aviation technicians
began the nearly four-month project of overhauling her from nose to
rudder trim tab. Since Wisconsin Aviation is a full-service, one-stop
aviation repair shop, all of the work, except the new exterior paint job,
was done in that corner of the hangar. Check out the centerfold to see
details on the comprehensive transformation.

Resurrection
N3591U is a Navajo Chieftain dear to my heart. We’ve
worked together since the early 1980s exploring many
parts of North America. First, she was a managed plane,
working both as a corporate aircraft for her owner as well
as generating additional revenue as a charter aircraft.
Later, we bought her and she worked tirelessly as a
charter aircraft. We had many good times together from
the Northeast to as far as Cabo San Lucas, Mexico.
But then the bubble burst and the great recession began.
91U needed new engines and we needed fewer airplanes.
The thought was, let’s let 91U rest and we’ll wait a bit
until the economy improves. She sat in the hangar or
sometimes on tiedown and waited—and waited—and
waited. All of us were sad to see the proud bird sit.
Earlier this year, along came a customer who never
owned an aircraft before, Bob and Mindy Tracy, and
described what they wanted to do: Get a plane Bob
could use for business, one the family could occasionally
travel in, and one that would help pay for itself in our
charter fleet. They wanted a really nice airplane but on a
very defined budget. The thought of a resurrected 3591U
began to form.

Newly transformed Piper Navajo Chieftain N3591U is available for charter
flights through Wisconsin Aviation’s leaseback program and can carry up to
seven passengers. Powered by two Lycoming 350-hp turbocharged engines, the
Chieftain has a useful load of 2441 lbs., a cruise speed of 210 mph, and a range of
1000 statute miles.

Wisconsin Aviation has an immensely talented team
of technical folks. 91U was brought into the shop and
quickly stripped down to a bare hull. Every part was
examined, replaced, or overhauled. Even the floorboards
were replaced. Everyone was happy about the thought
Continued on page 10
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ADS-B compliance deadline
is just around the corner.
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At our latest Garmin seminar held in
May, they talked a lot about ADS-B.
Fact of the matter is, the mandate
deadline is creeping up quickly. Most
owners must be equipped and compliant
by 2020. Even though it may sound
like a ways away yet, you might want
to get a head start on everyone else.
Here’s why.
With more than 150,000 aircraft needing
to be ADS-B equipped, avionics
repair stations throughout the United
States will be averaging 100 ADS-B
installations per day. The closer it gets
to the mandate deadline, the busier the
avionics shops will become. Don’t be
among those who wait too long and
undergo major frustration and stress by trying to get it done at the last minute. Beat the crowd and schedule your compliance needs today
with Wisconsin Aviation’s Avionics Department. We can help you select the best equipment options for ADS-B compliance.
A popular choice for many is Garmin’s new GDL 88. Aircraft ranging from single-engine pistons to larger general aviation business
aircraft flying below 18,000 feet can be certified to meet the FAA’s ADS-B mandate. The Garmin GDL 88 Series offers a full range of
traffic, weather, and other datalink display capabilities to give pilots the most complete picture of their operational environment. See ad
below for additional information.
Brian Riese
Avionics Manager, MSN

Garmin’s GDL 88 Series is a cost-effective
solution for the FAA’s ADS-B mandate.
Bring all the benefits of ADS-B datalink to your cockpit
with this integrated dual-link solution!
• ADS-B compliance made simple
• Aural and visual traffic advisories
• Displays up to 30 intruder threats!
• Provides subscription-free weather and traffic
• TargetTrend relative-motion display

Don’t wait! Contact Wisconsin Aviation today for a free estimate!
608-268-5006

No Fuelin’? Avoid the Avoidable

One summer morning, I was preflighting an Archer to use for
airplane rides. What a surprise when the first sump of the right
wing tank released not fuel, but water—and a few bits of sticks
and leaves too! The Archer was tied down outside and heavy
rain had passed through overnight, somehow forcing water and
debris into the tanks—possibly through one or both caps.

Definitely something to think about…
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Safety Matters

Avionics@WisconsinAviation.com

800-594-5359

While waiting for a mechanic to purge the fuel lines, I
wondered how often pilots skip the fuel sampling or take off
without visually checking the tanks. It’s a rare occurrence, but
fuel-related airplane accidents do happen. Some are due to
fuel exhaustion—simply running out of gas. Some are due to
starvation—when fuel is in the tanks, but there’s a problem with
the system or the fuel is contaminated.
These account for a handful of accidents, according to the 22nd
annual Joseph T. Nall Report of GA accident analysis. Eightynine out of more than 1100 fixed-wing aircraft accidents in
2010 were fuel-related, with just six determined to be caused
by water in the fuel. By the numbers, it’s not a major factor. But
the concern is that fuel-related crashes are mainly due to poor
preflight or inflight planning, causing nearly half of the fuel
exhaustion cases (11 of which involved fatalities in 2010). Some
pilots underestimated the amount of fuel required. Others failed
to verify fuel quantities before takeoff. Some underestimated
fuel burn in flight. Surprisingly, more than 40 percent
mismanaged the aircraft fuel systems, causing starvation.
Sometimes, the pilot flew over alternate airports and ran out of
gas just a few miles from the intended destination. The legal
minimums for flight planning purposes are well known—30
minutes for day VFR flights and 45 minutes for night or IFR
flights. Most pilots prefer to set their fuel minimums above those
thresholds—generally 60 minutes or more. This accounts for the
inherently imprecise and variable fuel burn rates in most light
airplanes and leaves a comfortable margin.
There’s no reason to run dry even if conditions vary from your
flight plan. Look inside each tank at every preflight, drain each
sump, and check the samples. Contamination isn’t exhaustion,
but it will have the same effect! Also, it’s best to verify what’s
in the tanks first before ordering your fuel; incorrect estimations
can lead to too much or too little—either case can be unsafe.
Why sample first if you know you want more fuel? If you find
water or debris in the system, you’ll know whether it was in
there before or after fueling. If you take on fuel, repeat the
process: Visually check the tanks yourself and verify that the
caps are properly closed. Wait as long as possible between
fueling and sampling; it takes several minutes or more for water
to make its way to the bottom of the tank. Make sure you know
your fuel system—how to manage it and how to troubleshoot.

When planning a flight, set a time when you will land for
refueling, regardless of whether you’re approaching your
destination. If headwinds, weather, or deviations put you behind
schedule, you’re already prepared. If you won’t comfortably
make your destination in the next 30 minutes, find a place within
that 30 minutes to stop. Remember that this can mean turning
off the route or even reversing course if that’s what will get
you to the nearest, best airport. We’re taught early on never to
depend on fuel gauges in typical light airplanes because they are
notoriously inaccurate—except when reading empty. This is why
timing flights is a key fuel-management tool. Start the timer as a
final item on your pre-takeoff checklist and keep track.
Most four- and six-seat aircraft have four to six hours of fuel
at average cruise power when filled to capacity. That’s great if
you can top off, but when carrying passengers and/or baggage,
you might have to depart with considerably less than that. Plan
accordingly. In any case, most of us don’t have a bladder range
that’s anywhere close to airplane range. Problem solved!
Elaine Kauh
CFII, RYV

App of the Quarter
Pilot Reports in an App
Pilot reports are great for getting the real
deal on weather conditions, providing
information not easily found in other parts
of the flight briefings. PIREPS can include
cloud tops, flight visibility, turbulence,
and other useful observations. For easy
access to PIREPS on your cockpit
tablet and to share your own, check out
pireppro.com.
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Simulator Training Available at MSN & UNU
Incredibly realistic and FAA-approved!

Who is known as the father of
aerodynamics?

Benefits of Simulator Training:

It was the first thing we all learned in ground school: weight,

• A great way to learn IFR procedures without the
distractions generated when flying an aircraft.

• A classroom setting allows pausing to clarify 		
things you don’t fully understand.

without a firm understanding of them, you would have a hard

• Fly more approaches in a scheduled lesson than
in an aircraft.

• Experience failures that cannot be done in
actual airplanes!

• Wisconsin weather doesn’t affect the simulator!

?

Did You
Know

lift, drag, and thrust. The concepts seem so simple, but
time flying an airplane—and you certainly could not design
and build one. Did you ever wonder who linked these four
words together for aviation’s posterity? It was a man named
George Cayley. Even more astonishing, he did it one hundred
years before Otto Lilienthal wrote his book “Bird Flight as

MSN Simulator — Redbird LD

the Basis for Aviation” and before the Wright Brothers made

Features of the Redbird LD Simulator:

their first flight at Kitty Hawk. It was in 1799, the year George

• Emulates the Piper Archer, Cessna 182RG, and 		
multi-engine Piper Seneca.

welcome Vermont and Kentucky to the union and New York

• Fully functioning G1000 panel.

Washington added two stars and two stripes to the flag to
State abolished slavery.

• Accurately simulates complex IFR weather to 		
include icing encounters.
• 200-degree wrap-around vision.
• Worldwide terrain and airport database.

George Cayley

• Ergonomically designed for maximum
comfort.
• Starting at $75/hour (Instructor required at
an additional fee.)

UNU Simulator — Frasca 142-P

Cayley is recognized as the father of aerodynamics because he

Up and runnin

g again!

Features of the Frasca 142-P Model:
• Emulates almost all piston single– and
multi-engine aircraft (47 different aircraft
models)!
• Unbelievably realistic views!
• Enclosed cockpit

set forth the concept of the modern aeroplane as a fixed-wing
flying machine with separate systems for lift, propulsion, and
control.
Cayley also identified the benefit of cambered wings. Camber
is the asymmetry between the thickness of the wing above

Wing section showing camber

the chord line and the thickness below. An aerofoil that is
not cambered is called symmetric airfoil. That asymmetry
significantly increases the lift co-efficient of the wing.

• 180-degree visibility
• HSI, GPS & deicing-equipped

Among the many things that Cayley invented are caterpillar

• Advanced graphics

tractors (with tracks instead of wheels), self-righting lifeboats,

• $80/hour (Instructor required at an
additional fee.)

and tension-spoke wheels, seen on his early glider at the right.
Steve Schwegel
Associate Editor

Cayley’s glider
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The Total Transformation of N3591U
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Wisconsin Aviation’s team of talented technicians performed numerous tasks in the
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Technician Steve Veum works on the
installation of the overhauled turbocharged
engines, mounts, and accessories.

As part of the process of replaci
ng all
interior upholstery, interiors spe
cialist
Kristine Larson installs a custom
-made
headliner. Technician Pat Higgin
s furnishes
the aircraft with soundproofing
materials.

The upgraded cabin starts to take
shape
after the installation of new plu
sh carpet,
reupholstered sidewalls, and rep
ainted
plastic trim panels.

transformation process.

After entirely disassembling the instrument
panel, avionics technician Jim Jordan went
to work modernizing the cockpit, which
started with the black powder-coating of
all panels.
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Ladies Must Swing

13th Annual 1940’s-Style
Hangar Dance
A salute to the troops, past and present!

Both you and your AME want you to successfully and
expeditiously obtain your medical. This is most important, of
course, for pilots whose livelihood depends upon their ability to
fly, but it also very important for those of us who just love to fly.

Saturday, July 26, 2014 • 7:00-10:30 pm
Wisconsin Aviation

3606 Corben Court, Madison
(off of Highway 51 and Amelia Earhart Drive)

It is important that the FAA Form 8500-8 be completed
accurately via MedXPress. Some of the most common problems
occur on the following lines:

Cost: $20 each, $35 for two (pay at door)

Relive the 1940’s era by attending the Wisconsin Aviation
Hangar Dance on Saturday, July 26, from 7:00-10:30 pm,
featuring big band music performed by Ladies Must Swing, a
jazz band consisting of 19 energetic dames. Vintage wear is
encouraged, and prizes will be awarded for the best-dressed
couple and best dancers. The ladies will be performing 1940’s
tunes all night long. Enjoy many favorites like “Don’t Sit Under
the Apple Tree,” “Seems Like Old Times,” “Leap Frog,” “In the
Mood,” and more! There will be many great photo opportunities,
too, as vintage planes will be parked outside the hangar
(see below).

Benefits to the Community

A portion of the door sales, as well as the drink and snack
sales, will benefit Badger Honor Flight (BadgerHonorFlight.org),
a local nonprofit organization that ensures WWII and Korean War
veterans have the opportunity to see the memorials that have
been erected in their honor.
June Dalton from Ladies Must Swing
LadiesMustSwing@yahoo.com
608-698-8944

Social Life Dance Center will be giving dance lessons
at 6:30 p.m.

Air and Ground Tours of Historic WWII Aircraft

I also suggest that if there is any question in regards to your
vision that you see your ophthalmologist or optometrist prior to

July 25-27
Friday thru Sunday
9 am – 5 pm daily

Featured aircraft:

FREE aircraft tour included
with admission fee.

Last winter we reported on the General Aviation Pilot Protection
Act, H.R. 3708, which was introduced in the U.S. House of
Representatives by Indiana Representative Todd Rokita (R-Ind.),
a member of the House General Aviation Caucus, and GA
Caucus Co-Chair, Missouri Representative Sam Graves (R-Mo.).
This legislation would take the “driver’s license as a medical”
concept, now only available to Light Sport pilots, and extend
it to include heavier and more powerful aircraft. Since then a
similar bill has been introduced in the U.S. Senate. To date, the
House bill has 113 co-sponsors with only three from Wisconsin
(Dufy, Petri, and Ribble), and the Senate bill has eleven cosponsors with neither of our Senators signed on.

For information on admission and airplane ride times &
costs, visit HeavyBombersWeekend.splashthat.com

Don’t miss this unique opportunity to take a ride in these vintage military aircraft!

P-51 Mustang
“Gunfighter”

Ryan PT-22
“Recruit”

A Visit with
the AME
Dr. Terry Turke
Dr. Terry Turke is an FAA Senior Aviation Medical Examiner
(AME) located in Watertown, Wisconsin (920-261-2020).
the exam so that you can be certain that standards for vision
are met.
Also, regarding special issuance, be certain to read the document
from the FAA closely. Many times information from treating
physicians is required, but an exam by an AME may not be
required. For example, I recently examined an airman with a
special issuance whom I was seeing for the first time. When I
reviewed his special issuance, it was clear that all he needed to
do was submit information from his attending physician directly
to the FAA. His visit with me was not necessary, and he could
have avoided the extra expense. Some airmen, however, are
more comfortable having their AMEs review the data to make
sure everything is in order, provide their medical certificates, and
then forward their information on to the FAA for them. This is
certainly an option available to airmen, but it is not necessary
and will result in an additional expense.

Ask the AME

Have questions about your medical or about the human factors
associated with flying? Send them to: Talewinds@WisconsinAviation.
com or mail to Wisconsin Aviation Talewinds • 1741 River Drive •
Watertown, WI 53094

Update on the General Aviation Pilot Protection Act

North American B-25
“Miss Mitchell”

Wisconsin Aviation
3606 Corben Court, Madison
Dane County Regional Airport

Vultee BT-13
“Valiant”

Item 17b. “Do you ever use near vision contact lenses?”
A “yes” answer here is automatically disqualifying.
Item 18. Airmen often interpret this section erroneously,
thinking that these issues relate only to the past three
years. This section states, “Have you ever in your life been
diagnosed with, had, or do you presently have any of the
following: …” Your AME must address any “yes” answers.
It is important to be consistent from one exam to the next.
Item 19. “Visits to professionals within the last three
years” is another area where mistakes are often made.
Sometimes there are obvious omissions. For example,
stating “no visits” but also relating a surgical procedure in
the last three years is an obvious contradiction. Note that
routine eye and dental exams and your flight physicals do
not need to be included.

If you have a special issuance, be certain to bring the authorizing
letter you received from the FAA with you, especially if you
are seeing a new AME, as he/she will not have access to that
information without contacting the FAA regional flight office.

Heavy Bombers Weekend 2014

B-17 Flying Fortress
“Aluminum Overcast”

•

•

• Wisconsin Aviation
• Budweiser
• Social Life Dance Center
• Smokey Hollow Campground

Dance Lessons Offered

•

Contact Information

Sponsors

Doors open at 6:15 p.m.

Helpful Hints to Obtaining
Your Medical Certificate

North American T-6
“Texan”

Stinson L-5A
“Sentinel”

What the Bill Means for GA and GA Pilots
This legislation would vastly expand the number of pilots who
could fly without going through the expensive, time-consuming,
and sometimes overly restrictive third-class medical certification
process. That means more new pilots, fewer pilots grounded for
medical reasons, and pilots grounded for medical reasons back in
the air. This could be the shot in the arm that GA needs
right now.
Wisconsin Aviation strongly suggests that you contact your U.S.
senator and representative and encourage them to support this
common-sense bill.
WisconsinAviation.com
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A View from our President
(continued from p. 1)

of 91U returning to the air. Excitement grew as overhauled
engines and props arrived. Amazement was evident as the
instrument panel went from a spaghetti plate of wires to a
neatly organized avionics installation, including Garmin’s
newest technology, the GTN-750 touchscreen navigator.
Oohs and aahs were heard as Tina and Pete put the finishing
touches on a gorgeous new interior—and when she came
back from the paint shop, oh my!
You can read more about 91U in this edition of Talewinds.
You can see 91U at her new base at Dodge County. You
can experience 91U by calling Wisconsin Aviation’s charter
department at 888-405-0211. Or you can be part of the
General Aviation Resurrection by asking us to create a 91U
for you. Have a great summer and thanks for reading and
for your continued business.
Jeff Baum

Congratulations,
Superstars!

Visit us at
Booth #3162

EAA
AirVenture
Pilots!

1980 Piper PA-28-236 Dakota (N8183X): Garmin GTN 650! Aspen Evolution 1000 Pro EDF! Garmin
Aera 796 with XM Weather! 406 ELT, Autocontrol IIIB, Clean! New leather seats! Maintained by
Wisconsin Aviation since 1991! Reduced to $89,900!

EAA @ OSH
UNU
MSN

RYV

Three FBOs ready to serve your needs:
 No ramp fees!
 Competitive fuel prices

 Maintenance assistance on any aircraft
 Advance reservations for rental cars
 24/7 service at MSN

Madison (MSN)
800-594-5359
Unicom 122.95

Dodge County (UNU)
800-319-0907
Unicom 122.7

Watertown (RYV)
800-657-0761
Unicom 122.8

WisconsinAviation.com

Sold!!
Congratulations to the
Following Aircraft Buyers:

The individuals listed below have achieved solo
status or obtained the certificates or ratings
shown since the previous issue of Talewinds.

Aerial Solutions LLC from Rosemount, MN
1980 Cessna 172

Solo Status

Victor from St. Peters, MO
1976 Cessna 177RG Cardinal

Robert Brinks (MSN)
Andrew Klunick (MSN)
Steven LaRue (MSN)
Alex Lippincott (MSN)
Dan Quint (MSN)

Certificates & Ratings
Private

Tom Bitner (RYV)
Rhonda Khabir (MSN)
Justin Spolarich (MSN)

Needed…
Pilots to Fly
Jumpers!
If you have a commercial pilot
certificate and a total of 500 hours and
would like to build your hours, you can fly
for time with the Seven Hills Skydivers. If
interested, call Greg Porter @ 608-712-2544 or
Don Woods @ 920-319-0377.

Aircraft for Sale

1977 Cessna 414 (N126BT): 3500 TT, 917/874 SMOH, 367 SPOH, November annual, KX-165 with
glideslope/HSI, KX-155 with glideslope, Argus 5000, Trimble 2000, Garmin 696 with XM Weather, VGs.
Priced for immediate sale at $139,900!

SOLD
SOLD

1976 Cessna 177RG Cardinal (N7544V): Only 2750 TTSN! 163 SMOH! Garmin GNS-430W! King
KX-155 Nav/Com, dual glideslopes, KMA-24 audio panel with 3LMB, KR-87 ADF, KN-64 DME, KT76A transponder, April annual, Tanis heater. $69,000

1981 Cessna R172K Hawk XP (N758XE): Beautiful and ready to go! Custom interior, 2400 TTSN! 340
SFRM! Garmin 400 WAAS & Garmin 696, KX-155, dual glideslopes, KY-196/KN-53 Com + Nav, 406
ELT, fresh annual (February 2014), NDH, much more! $92,500

1979 Cessna 310R (N2638Y): 9415 TT, 1100 SMOH, 1100 SPOH, rare 203-gal fuel, Garmin 430W, HSI,
color radar, boots and hot props, hangared in Midwest. PRICE REDUCED to $104,500!

1981 Cessna 414AW RAM VII (N414MJ): 5680 TTSN, 114/10 Since RAM, 96/328 SPOH McCauley,
Dual Garmin 530Ws! Garmin GMA-340 audio panel, Dual Garmin GTX-330 transponder, Bendix ART161A radar on EX500 MFD, BFG WX-1000+ stormscope, XM Weather, S-TEC 65 autopilot, TCAS, HSI,
ELT, current Part 135, 1973 useful load, beautiful paint & interior! $549,000

1975 Cessna Citation 500 (N501GB): 12,900 TT, 1090 SMOH, fresh Phase 1-5 completed 03/12.
Turnkey! RVSM compliant, 135 current, thrust reversers, updated Garmin panel, beautiful paint & interior,
NDH, new lead acid battery. Nicest 500 on the market! Reduced to $575,000 / Open to Offers!

1979 Piper Navajo (N56ND): 6700 TT, 680/860 SMOH, Full Panther Conversion, 4-blade Q-tip props,
winglets, VGs, known ice, A/C, oxygen, GNS530, KFC200 autopilot with flight director & HSI, radar,
professionally flown, operated & maintained. Reduced to $299,000!

SOLD

1980 180hp Cessna 172 (N172FS): Only 2350 TTSN! 1137 SNEW Engine & Prop! Cessna IFR, KN-64
DME, ARNAV 5000 + Garmin 496 GPS, Ryan WX-8 Stormscope, 300A Coupled Autopilot, NDH, Very
Clean! $64,900

1966 Cessna 172G (N4680L): 4060 TTSN, Only 210 SMOH! Garmin 300XL GPS/Com, KX-170B NavCom,
Narco 141 ADF, 3 LMB, Beta 5000 transponder with encoder, strobes, Auto Fuel STC, wheel pants. Great timebuilder! $32,900

More Aircraft Available - Visit our website to view complete inventory!
For full specifications and photos, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com.
Partner with Wisconsin Aviation and take advantage of our proven brokerage process. Our detailed listings and thorough aircraft reviews attract buyers from all over the
world and give them confidence to take action! As one of the Midwest’s largest aircraft brokers and a leader in the aviation industry, we are equipped to provide you with
maximum exposure and expertise guidance in the sale of your aircraft. Whether you are looking to sell, upgrade, or purchase an aircraft, contact our sales team to find
out how we can make your next transaction smooth and seamless.
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What’s Around the Corner
July 25-27

MSN – Heavy Bombers Weekend – See page 8.

July 26

MSN – 13th Annual Hangar Dance – “Ladies Must Swing” – See page 8.

July 28-Aug 3

OSH – EAA AirVenture 2014

Aug 24

UNU – Juneau Lions Fly-In/Drive-In Pancake Breakfast – 8 am-Noon

Sept 6

UNU – Badger Honor Flight Dance – “Ladies Must Swing” – 7-10 pm

Sept 8

RYV – Private Pilot Ground School – Mondays thru Nov. 10, 6-9 pm

Sept 11

RYV – Instrument Ground School – Thursdays thru Nov. 13, 6-9 pm

Sept 13

UNU – Private Pilot Ground School – Saturdays thru Nov. 29, 9 am-Noon

Sept 16

UNU – Instrument Ground School – Tuesdays thru Dec. 2, 6-9 pm

Oct 5

RYV – Pancake Breakfast & Airport Open House

Classes are subject to minimum student enrollment; pre-registration is required. Dates and times are
subject to change. For more details, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com or email us at
WisAv@WisconsinAviation.com.
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